MEDICAL ISSUES AND PEOPLE IN VIEW OF THE SEVENTEENTH-CENTURY LATIN WORKS PUBLISHED IN KRAKÓW
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SUMMARY

This paper investigates the Latin works dealing with medicine and physicians, published in seventeenth-century Kraków. The main purpose of the research is to present the leading persons of academic medicine working in those times in this city and to follow through the selected works, which constitute a part of Neo-Latin literature in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. The scholastic way of the discourse did not always mean overuse of the authorities, however both ancient and modern were being evoked. By presenting the segment of the medical milieu of seventeenth-century Kraków, namely those academics who published their works there, the author claims that sometimes the neglected Latin editorial production of the Cracovian printing shops is an important part not only for the history of the development of medicine in this region of Europe but also for the cultural heritage of the state's community. Although the Latin language might enable the broader extent of these medical works, most of them were addressed to a particular scientific public. The essay shows that many medical doctors were known for their activities in various fields, such as poetry and city management,
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and that the panegyrical works may serve as one of the sources of recognition of their biographies and medical output as well.
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**Preliminaries**

The medical literary production of the Commonwealth of Poland (1569–1795), especially the one in its long-time formal capital, Kraków (in Latin: *Cracovia*), considered in view of the book culture or history of literature, seems to await more attention than it was paid to as of yet, despite the fact that there are some essays that deal with medicine in early modern Poland. One of them is by Maria Juda, who depicts a medical book on the scale of the entire Old Poland (Juda, 2011, pp. 61-72). An important part of the legacy of the bygone culture of the book are the prints that were published in Kraków in the seventeenth century.

One of the aims of this paper is to present an outline of the main and characteristic features of medical studies and medicine in view of the Latin printed texts published in Kraków. The texts are investigated and treated both as historical and literary sources, especially since there are rather, apart from some exceptions, overlooked and unacknowledged aspects of the history of early modern medicine of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. One of the reasons for this could be that a significant part of the printed sources was written in Latin, which may have discouraged prospective researchers from the present Polish and foreign medical academies, where in some places, the Latin courses are being gradually reduced. As can be seen, the scope of this paper is narrowed to the editorial production published in Latin, not in the vernacular language, since this is a useful criterion to determine the research subject and as the research area is the Neo-Latin medical literature and referring to physicians, released in selected printing shops. These were run by Mikołaj Lob (15...-ca. 1617), the successors of Jakub Siebeneicher (ca. 1556–1604), Andrzej Piotrkowczyk the Elder (15...–1620), Stanisław Giermański (?–1627), Maciej Jędrzejowczyk (15...–1638), Franciszek Cezary the Elder (ca. 1583–1651), Krzysztof Schedel the Elder (ca. 1585–1653) and his family successors, as well as by Aleksander Dymowski (?–1651), Walerian Piątkowski (?–1652), Łukasz Kupisz (?–1655), Stanisław Bertutowic (?–before 1657)

---

1 The dates of life of the printers are proffered after The Union Catalogue of Polish Research Library Collections (NUKAT). The probable date of birth of Krzysztof Schedel the Elder has been stated by the author. The selected dates of other persons are proffered after CERL Thesaurus.
Kraków itself (Socha, 2016). The early printed works in Polish will sometimes be adduced as contextualization for the Latin part of the editorial repertoire. I would like to answer these questions: which issues are the fields of interest of the authors publishing their works in the former Polish capital? To what extent the petrified academic customs influenced the shape of the medical discourse in Kraków as one of the Central European cities? What were the ways of binding together arts and medicine in the literary output? The assumption of this paper is that only elucidation of the mutual connections between natural science, history, and literature, in conjunction with denominational questions, results in a widescreen portrayal of one discipline in early modern times (Feola, 2016), and regarding the background, also the city’s social classes. Another scope of this paper is to recall the works which, if they are not of the top importance for the history of medicine itself, are the documents of their times.

In this paper, I will concentrate on the literary production published in the Cracovian printing offices in the seventeenth century. The purpose of the conducted research is to examine the condition of medical studies and medicine based on books as the primary source. Sources such as manuscripts or medical instrumentarium of those times are then outside the scope of the research. Medicine in seventeenth-century Kraków differed from this in, e.g., sixteenth-century Italy, so in this paper, neither the Renaissance scholarship is more precisely characterised, nor the characteristics of the seventeenth-century science are the key subject since there are more or less comprehensive studies (Siraisi, 2004).

Some seventeenth-century specialists associated with the University of Kraków also published works in other cities, e.g., Jan Toński in Venice or Jacek Łopacki in Padua. Nevertheless, here the basis is limited only to the works published with the Latin or Polish version of the name ‘Kraków’, mentioned in the imprint, the city which was the main centre of the academic life of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth at that time. This conceptualisation will enable us to follow through the publishing movement in an important scientific city and strong editorial centre of the state.

The source basis of the research covers several dozens of early printed books and booklets, as well. The results of the investigation from a historical and literary point of view will be shown on the basis of some selected representative literary testimonies of the seventeenth century. Among them, we may distinguish the works dealing essentially with medical questions, the commemorative works honouring some physicians, and the books, which not only deal with strictly medical topics but also remark on specialists in
medicine. The selection of these primary sources has been conditioned by the significance of the individual works and their authors’ contributions to the development of academic medical knowledge in Kraków at that time.

This study will present some leading figures of the medical faculty of the University of Kraków and some of their works to prove that the seventeenth-century Cracovian physicians (both theoreticians and practitioners) continued the humanistic cultural formation (Axer, 2012, pp. 50, 64, 66). After sketching the state of the research, I will characterise in general terms the condition of medicine in Kraków, especially in relation to the university in the seventeenth century. Then I will try to present some of the works and their authors according to the covered topic. Simultaneously, as far as possible, in accordance with the chronological order, I will also adduce some Latin editorial production, which deals with medical issues in the literary and not strictly the scientific field. The paper ends with an attempt of summing-up.

**Status quaestionis**

Early modern medicine in Poland is worth noticing, even though it has not always been considered in scientific surveys. None of the Cracovian physicians of the seventeenth century has been evoked in the *Introductio in historiam medicinae litterarium* (Introduction to the Literary History of Medicine) by Johann Friedrich Blumenbach (Blumenbach, 1786; Gryglewski, 2021, online). Blumenbach (1786, pp. 211-12), however, mentions John Jonston acting in Leszno, a town in western Poland, and some physicians from Breslau, nowadays in Poland; there are evoked: Daniel Sennert (Blumenbach, 1786, p. 217), Paulus Ammann (Blumenbach, 1786, p. 306), and Christoph Wolf (Blumenbach, 1786, p. 370).

We can read research papers on individual authors and synthetic outlines of the history of medicine in Kraków. However, they are prepared rather with the omission of questions concerning literary values or the generic status of the medical works. The register of the Cracovian physicians up to the second half of the eighteenth century, together with some excerpts mostly from the Jagiellonian University Latin archives, was prepared by Józef Majer (1839, pp. 44-50). There is also a lexicon of physicians working in Poland by Stanisław Kośmiński (1888) and the biographies of the seventeenth-century Cracovian physicians by Jan Lachs (1929). The history of the medical faculty of the Academy, from its beginnings till the second half of the eighteenth century, was presented by Mieczysław Skulimowski (1964, pp. 13-53). Also, Henryk Barycz
wrote about Polish medicine in the seventeenth century, however he rather sketched the status of discipline in Kraków in those times (Barycz, 1970, pp. 142-146; Urban, 1964, pp. 294-295, 300-302; Przyboś, 1964, pp. 321-23). We may be acquainted with the history of Polish medicine by reading works of such authors as, among others, Władysław Szumowski (1961, 2017) or Zdzisław Gajda (2011). The worthwhile outline of the history of medicine, among others, at the Academy of Kraków has been portrayed by acknowledged medicine professor Janusz Skalski (2016, pp. 181, 197-98, 227, 269-71, 274-75, 2017) as well. Skalski (2016, p. 242, 2017, p. 105) also sets down, as one might say, some prejudices and stereotypes assigned at large to early modern society, such as its attitude towards witches.

A valuable source addressed to the Cracovian profession of medicine was printed in 2017, namely the collection of the epitaphs devoted to physicians, among them those of the seventeenth-century Kraków, Monumenta medica Cracoviensia (Gajda, 2017). All the above-mentioned historians of medicine have their seventeenth-century predecessors, namely Bartłomiej Dylagowski (Skulimowski, 1981, pp. 3-4, 15-16) and Szymon Starowolski (to whose the Monumenta Sarmatarum, the Monumenta ... by the modern historian of medicine, Zdzisław Gajda, are referred by its title), whose works will be discussed in the further part of this paper.

In comparison with the famous Polish doctors of the sixteenth century, such as Józef Struś from Poznań or Wojciech Oczko, the authors of, among others, the work on thermal springs and the Przymiot covering venerology issues (published in 1581) (Brzeziński, 2004, pp. 61-62), Polish physicians of the succeeding century are less known. The eminent person of the Commonwealth of Poland of those times was the Jesuit Michał Boym, though he acted mainly abroad as a physician propagating Chinese medicine. It is assumed that at the University of Kraków, one of the oldest universities in Central Eastern Europe, scholars carried out research on medicine in the seventeenth century rather as a subsidiary of the mainstream of this discipline. Despite the decline and stagnation at the Academy, caused, among others, by the several wars (Wilson, 2011) in which the state was involved, one may admit that the key physicians, who worked at the above-mentioned university, undertook important questions which they treated seriously, however mainly not in a deepened way. This time is usually stereotypically conceived as a period of stagnation in Polish medicine, while elsewhere, the development of the scientific revolution was continued (IJsewijn & Sacré, 1998, p. 324). Early modern medicine of the seventeenth century, practised and taught in Western
countries and Italy, is perceived as the developing ideas of the Renaissance turn (Giglioni, 2014, pp. 679-690).

The main printed sources telling us about the themes covered by the Cracovian physicians are largely disputations and dissertations; they are not often treatises, among various genres in which early modern scholars presented medical knowledge (Rütten, 2013, p. 69). We can find hardly any printed Latin consilium (IJsewijn & Sacré, 1998, p. 346; French, 2003, pp. 121-122) among investigated books, but the physicians gave their advice on how to cure specific nosological units. It may be stated that almost all the medical works, written and published in Kraków, were short synopseis of the medical questions (Juda, 2011, pp. 61-72), published mainly in quarto of several leaves, sometimes in folio, and in the latter case, the volume was usually limited to two leaves. We must also admit that not so many medical works were published then. It was, seemingly, not a question of the lack of money because, in 1619, a special fund was established in Kraków for printing the scientific works of academic scholars. Let us make an assumption that only a small number of these productions can be recognised as a substantial treatise.

**The Cracovian physicians’ multitasking against the background of their epoch**

The physicians who authored the discussed works were educated in Kraków and sometimes in Italy, which is certified by papyraceous diplomas, nowadays kept at the Museum of the Medical Department of the Jagiellonian University (Gajda, 1998, pp. 66-67). They also continued their tenure in other cities, such as, for instance, Lublin and Zamość (Mikołaj Ignacy Fatowicz, Tomasz Franciszek Ormiński), situated in Eastern Poland. Studying abroad was also the case of their sixteenth-century predecessors. Obtaining doctoral degrees in medicine at the Academy of Kraków was difficult to accomplish in the seventeenth century. Hence, some physicians chose Padua to get their doctorates as it is written in the laudatory obituary of 1648, published in 4º, dedicated to Jerzy Pipan, who, after studies in Kraków, moved to Padua and became the rector of that university: “Academia creavit medicum in vita morali, Patavium in vita naturali, urbs Cracovia in vita civili” (“Academy created physician in the moral mode of life, Padua in the natural mode of life, the city of Kraków in the civic mode of life”) (Michalski, 1648, leaf A₃ r.) It, however, did not mean that the physicians educated in Italy could then matriculate easily at the university in Kraków, which was quite resistant to changes. In
the seventeenth-century medicine at the Academy, there is a continuation of Galen’s and Hippocrates’ traditions. However, a more practical attitude, based mainly on observation, occurs.

Many authors, not only in Kraków (Gaj, 2015, pp. 29-46), specialised in remote disciplines, such as composing panegyrical pieces (Lachs, 1922, p. 316; Cerdeira, 1995, pp. 427-39) and medicine. Panegyrism, widely present in the literature of those times, seemed to be an inseparable vehicle for creating one’s image, as well as scholars’ image. The forthcoming Cracovian medics at the counterpart of nowadays high school and the University learned the techniques of composing both panegyrical prose and poetry. The titles of the occasional prints show the wide range of the local physicians’ activities. This phenomenon may be analysed against the background of the continuation of humanistic culture in the seventeenth century. Poetry was a field of activity of physicians such as Jan Stanisław Dzidowski (since 1693 at the Faculty of Medicine) (Wachholz, Białoń & Grochowski, 1963, pp. 16-17) or Stanisław Wosiński. Not only poetry but also linguistics was the field of interest of some medical doctors. Bartłomiej Kazimierz Malicki authored the grammar of French, *Klucz do języka francuskiego* (Key to the French Language) published in Kraków in 1700 by the *officina Schedeliana* (the Schedels’ printing shop). The major figures of Kraków medicine were involved in theology, philosophy, and a number of liberal arts. Some physicians, e.g., Mikołaj Żórawski and Tomasz Franciszek Ormiński, developed merchantable calendars in Polish. Medicine in calendars, although rather an issue of minor significance, concurs with the whole composition of the work in which readers were interested.

Some of these physicians also acted in the municipality (e.g., Józef Częczkiewicz, Jan S. Dzidowski, Stanisław A. Łopacki, Jan Łukaszkiewicz, Jakub Reynekier, Jan Zajączkowicz, Michał Behem) (Wachholz, Białoń & Grochowski, 1963, pp. 16-17) and they significantly affected the city’s affairs. The evidence of that is a dedication letter in the *Quaestio de phrenitide* (Inquiry on Brain Inflammation) in which Gabriel Ochocki, named ‘senior’ (ca. 1601–1673), entrusts his work, called ‘medica lucubratio’ (‘laborious medical writing’) and ‘memoria nostra primam medicae facultatis Academiae Cracoviensis propaginem’ (Ochocki, [1629], leaf A₂ v.) (‘the first, as we remember, offspring of the medical faculty of the Academy of Kraków’) to Jan Tęczyński, the voivode of Kraków. In fact, we may assert that every professor of medicine at the Academy of Kraków was a versatile scholar. Some of them were the members of the municipal self-governance, according to the explanation: “Scitis, quis optimus est in vita civili medicus? Qui sana dat consilia civitati [...]” (“Do you
know which physician is the best as far as civic activity is concerned? This, who gives sane advice to the community [...])” (Dzidowski, 1648, leaf B4 v.)

We may assume that the physicians did not confine their reading practice only to the medical literature. The collections of books of some physicians contained the works by Justus Lipsius, Ericius Puteanus or Julius Caesar Scaliger (Lachs, 1930, pp. 72, 94-95)², attesting also an effect of the Netherlandish thought on the intellectual curriculum of both the physicians and penmen. However, northern humanism (Borowski, 2001) seems not to have a crucial impact on their academic background.

**POST-TRIDENTINE IMPACT**

Physicians working in Kraków were strongly influenced by post-Tridentine reform, as was the case in some other medical faculties in the seventeenth century (Piñero, 2006, p. 79). The impact of the Counter-Reformation may be seen, among others, in recognising Aristotle’s philosophy or Aristotle himself, whose authority also served earlier in scholastic thought (French, 2003, p. 150). Although in the sixteenth-century Cracovian Latin medical books we also see these, in which discourse is conducted in accordance with the scholastic manner and the principles of this philosophy, they seem to still be predominant in the seventeenth century. Many medical works of the seventeenth century had a rather scholastic mode of proposing questions as far as the structure of the work was concerned. While specifying an illness, two kinds of definitions were sometimes introduced: formal and real one. In the Cracovian works of the seventeenth century, the dimension of medicine, although it is mainly scientific—accordingly to the contemporaneous comprehension of this term—is to some extent connected with philosophical and religious convictions (Plonka-Syroka, 2009, p. 49). Therefore, in some aspects, it represents the ‘thought style’ (Plonka-Syroka, 2009, pp. 48, 57) of the representatives of the culture who are its active makers (according to Ludwick Fleck) (Plonka-Syroka, 2009, pp. 56-59). Direct religious references may be observed in some works, of which small numbers had been devoted to the representatives of the clergy and one to God Himself. The *Quaestio de angina* (*Inquiry on Acute Throat Inflammation*) by Jan Toński was dedicated ‘For the celestial the greatest Physician of the body and the soul …’ (‘Coelesti corporis et animae Archiatro …’) (Toński, 1648, leaf [i] v.) The *Quaestio de peripneumonia* (Medical

---

² I am grateful to the late Prof. dr hab. Paulina Buchwald-Pelcowa for pointing out this work on a collection of books belonging to Cracovian physicians.
Inquiry on Pneumonia) by Piotr Mucharski finishes with the call ‘Glory and grace to God’ (‘Deo gloria et gratia’). Stanislaus Wosiński (1676, leaf B 1 r.) or possibly the printer himself marked the confessional profile of the author of the Quaestio medica de febre maligna (Medical Inquiry on Malignant Fever) by the acronym finishing the very text of dissertation: A.M.D.G.B.M.V. (‘For the major glory of God and Blessed Virgin Mary’) and more such anagrams may be found in medical writings. In another work, in the dedication letter to the Polish King Jan III Sobieski by Jan Zajączkowic (1695b, leaf [2] v.) the Saviour is called ‘animae et corporis medicus’ (‘doctor of soul and body’) and the very disquisition is preceded by a philosophical preface invoking God.

Also, the city itself was shaped by the activity of the Church institutions such as orders. Just in the first decade of this century, namely in 1609, Brothers Hospitallers of Saint John of God (in Latin: boni fratres) came to Kraków (Pietrzkiewicz, 2009, pp. 48-49), where they started to run their almshouse and treat poor townspeople. They were not linked with the university directly; they were mainly practitioners, also known for the use of herbalism, while not all the professors of the Academy ran their medical practice. The almshouse of the boni fratres supplemented the activity of the hospitals of Saint Roch and Saint Spirit, situated in Szpitalna (‘Hospital’s’) Street in Kraków (Katalog, 1916, pp. 29-32). The mutual connection between religion and medicine itself (Lindemann, 1999, p. 11) seems to be, however, looser than in some other parts of Europe. While there are only few reflections of Paracelsism in the Cracovian prints, it was quite present in England, where the impacts of the reformed confessions were also strong (Elmer, 1989, p. 10-45). The Roman Catholic Church shaped a huge part of the editorial process and production in Kraków in the period of time we are dealing with by means of institutional censorship and disseminating religious ideas that were widely present also in some scientific books. The printed output of the contemporaneous physicians is one of the markers of its intellectual formation (Giurgevich, 2016, p. 254).

15th century beginnings of printing in Kraków and afterwards

On the cultural map of Poland, the printing industry emerged as a result of transregional connections. In Kraków, the first printer in the country, allegedly Kasper Straube from Bavaria, since 1473 issued four prints in Latin. In the first half of the sixteenth century, other printers from the Ger-
man-speaking areas launched their print shops in Kraków, and then printing presses run by natives also started their activity. Medical works by Matthias from Miechów and the herbaria ('zielniki') authored by Stefan Falimirz, Simon Sirenius, and Hieronim Spicyński were also published here. The seventeenth-century printing in the Commonwealth of Poland is much more diversified than before, not only due to the increase in the number and size of printing offices but also thanks to their institutional and proprietary affiliation. In Kraków, there were mainly bourgeois printing shops (Gruchała, 1997; Pirożyński, 2000, p. 346) in those times. Cracovian printers published works on medical questions predominantly in connection with the figures operating at the academy.

**An outline of the state of the Cracovian medicine in the first part of the 17th century**

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, in 1602, the former graduate of the Academy, Jan Zemelka (Joannes Zemelius, ca. 1539-1607), founded two new departments: anatomy and botany (Barycz, 1970, p. 143; Giżewski, 1978, pp. 101-118; Gajda, 2011; Sokółowska-Pituchowa, 2002), and eleven years later, Joachim Oelhaf, by publishing his works in Heidelberg and Gdańsk and earlier in Altdorf, carried out the post mortem examination, the first one in this region of Europe (Brzeziński, 2004, p. 57).

Despite these facts, in the first decade of the seventeenth century, the stagnation and the collapse of scientific research and personal involvement in carrying the academic duties seemed to be a common feature of the professors of every faculty at the Academy of Kraków. We may conceive that statement from the dedication letter addressed by Adam Romer to the chancellor of the university, Cracovian bishop Piotr Tylicki in the edition of Cicero's *Orationes* (*Speeches*) of 1610 (Cicero, 1610; Estreicher, 1896, p. 260) published in Kraków by Mikołaj Lob. In a large passage in which Romer complains about the academic and moral standards of the Cracovian professors and emphasises Tylicki's ability to overcome this state of breakdown, he writes: 'Praecipe, vigilantissime Cancelarie, ut quisqu[ue] suam professionem curet. … Medicus stet in vocatione sua, legat Galenum, Hippocratem, medeatur aegris' ('Please command, the most diligent Chancellor, that everybody takes care of his own occupation. … Let the medic stay in his vocation, let him read Galen and Hippocrates and let him treat unwells') (Cicero, 1610, leaf [g] r.-[g] v.) One may deduce that, according to Romer, the physicians did not perform their duties
properly, read the works of two great authorities of ancient medicine eagerly, nor did they practice their profession. Interestingly, there is a postulate of combining both theoretical, based on the proven authors, and practical aspects of a physician’s job, which in fact, is understood as a special kind of occupation or vocation.

The mentions of the Cracovian professors in the dedication letter by Romer resulted in the fact that this edition of Cicero’s speeches in 1610 was not allowed to be exported to the famous book fairs in Frankfurt (Żurkowa, 2010, pp. 23, 25). Such kind of censorship seems not to have occurred often in Kraków, as far as the books covering medical issues are concerned.

Among the books related to medicine, the compact Chronologia medica (Dylągowski, 1635; Wróblewski & Bieganowski, 2014, pp. 80-100) (Medical Chronology), composed by Professor Bartłomiej Dylągowski, is of pioneering character on the ground of both Polish and Latin history of medicine. A decorative title page with a cityscape of Kraków proceeds the work dedicated to the whole faculty of medicine and equally to Krzysztof Naymanowic, professor of medicine, dean of the medical faculty, and city councillor, one of the most outstanding and famous Cracovian physicians of the seventeenth century. Dylągowski organises the history of medicine by enumerating groups of famous physicians in compliance with their place of origin: the Greeks, Arabs, Latins (including Italians), Germans, Spanish (together with Portuguese), French, Poles, and English. The ‘saint physicians’, philosophi prisci (‘primitive philosophers’) and three various chronological systems: Hebrew, Greek, and Latin, are also included. Among Polish physicians, only two published their works in Kraków in the seventeenth century: Sebastian Petrycy and the above-mentioned Simon Sirenius. The author refers to their works written in Polish, whose titles may be translated as Instruction or Principles of Conduct During Pestilence … (Petrycy, 1613) and A Collection of Classified Plans, from Latin Called Herbarium (Syrenius, 1613):

‘Sebastianus Petrycy. Scripsit in medicina remedium contra pestilentiae. Obiit 1628. || Simon Sirenius reliquit grande opus in re herbaria’. (‘Sebastian Petrycy. In the field of medicine, he wrote a cure against plague. Died in 1628. || Simon Sirenius bequeathed a huge opus on herbalism’) (Dylągowski, 1635, leaf D, r.)

The preposition in, next to the surname of Petrycy, indicates his versatility in various disciplines, and this, as well as the case of the addressee of the dedication, Krzysztof Naymanowic, will be discussed later in the paper.
As we can state, Dylągowski (1634) does not mention any author publishing in Latin in Kraków in the seventeenth century. However, the author himself released Quaestio physica de natura motus (Natural Inquire on the Character of Movement) just a year before publishing his history of medicine.

Also in the 1630s, another work portraying the history of scholarly medicine was composed, namely Laudatio almae Academiae Cracoviensis (Praise of the Fertile Academy of Kraków) of 1639 by Szymon Starowolski (1639), former lecturer at the Academy and then a known polymath (Gajda & Zwolski, 1999a, p. 67, 1999b, pp. 39-49). Starowolski describes both the past of the Academy and its contemporary times, that is, those of the year 1639; this work is useful for obtaining knowledge not only about the first four decades of seventeenth-century medicine but of its whole range up to Starowolski’s times. Some laudatory works may serve as a historical source for reconstructing the state of medical faculty through the biographies of physicians. From the literature published in Kraków in the seventeenth century, we may sometimes become acquainted more with the biographies of physicians than with their scientific works.

Although Starowolski was not a physician, he inserted the biographies of some physicians into his works, such as, apart from the above-mentioned laudatio, in Scriptorum Polonicorum Hekatontas seu centum illustrium Poloniae scriptorum elogia et vitae (Hekatontas of the Polish Writers, that is Hundred Laudatory Biographies of the Brilliants Penmen of Poland) published during his life twice in Frankfurt am Main (1625, 1644) and once in Venice (1627). In Starowolski’s Latin texts, we find a wide range of panegyrism which may be an obstacle in scrutinising the actual level of development of the Kraków intellectual background. However, especially the Latin Praise of the Fertile Academy of Kraków is important both as a historical source, as well as the testimony of mixing science with the interpolations of the literary focus. Starowolski characterises some persons by composing short praises devoted to particular scholars of four university faculties. In his Laudatio ..., the panegyrist mentions a dozen or so medics of the bygone century whose surnames are mixed in some parts with those of the present times. Starowolski tries to show his contemporaries as gli uomini universalì. When picturing them in medicine in a not very emphasised way, sometimes it almost disappears among rhetorical, political, and municipal activities since the main aim of Starowolski is to praise, not to deliver critical historical information. In 1655 in Kraków, Starowolski (1655) realised the collection of Latin epitaphs of various persons, called Monumenta Sarmatarum (Memorial of the Sarmatians), and published as
a huge volume in folio. In this work, there are sepulchral inscriptions of the physicians of the sixteenth and the seventeenth century from several cities of the Commonwealth of Poland, Warszawa, Poznań, Wschowa, Kalisz, Lublin, Zamość, and Kraków.

In Starowolski’s works, there are some poems written by another physician, Nicolaus Żórawski (1595–1665), another example of Renaissance skillfulness. Apart from authorship of poetry, he was a teacher of Greek, a mathematician, and also an astronomer. As we can notice, Żórawski was fluent both in trivium as well as in some disciplines of the quadrivium and nowadays, he is rather known as an author of calendars, poet, and translator than a physician (Peressin, 2020, p. 66; Czerenkiewicz, 2019a, pp. 20, 23-24, 88, 125), since we do not have any printed medical work by him.

Among the seventeenth-century physicians was Walenty Fontanus (1536–1618), who occupied himself with astrology just like Żórawski and many other medics. Fontanus was famous also for his mathematical talents (Starowolski, 1655, p. 161) and, similarly to Matthias from Miechów, he acted as a rector of the Academy several times (Starowolski, 1655, p. 161). There is a short obituary, from 1600, by his son, Florian, in which there are proofs of Walenty’s humanistic education, and these are the quotes from the work Exotericarum exercitationum liber XV de subtilitate ad Hieronymum Cardanum (Exoteric Exercises. Fifteen books on exactness to Girolamo Cardano) by Julius Caesar Scaliger and the words of the ancient astronomer Cleomedes (Fontanus, non ante 1618, leaf [2] v.).³ Their words about virtue, truth, and wisdom are said to be often cited by the late physician. The humanistic background of Fontanus is also mentioned in the remaining memorial quoted by Starowolski (1655, p. 161), in which references to the classical heritage serve as an argument in praising the learned medical practitioner: ‘In facienda medicina punctum omne merenti’ (‘[for this man] in practicing medicine earning to obtain common appreciation’; cf. Hor. Ars, 343) and ‘In vita plusquam Socrati’ (‘living a life better than Socrates’).

---
**ISSUES ADDRESSED AND SOME OF THE AUTHORS**

Let us look at the issues addressed in the Latin medical works. Subsequent rector of the Academy, who himself later conflicted with his alma mater, Krzysztof Naymanowic, worked at the same time with Fontanus in his first years of medical activity (Strzegocki, 1646). His most famous medical work is *De plica* (*On Polish Plait*) (Naymanowic, 1610). The writing is interesting not only from the point of view of the history of the society but also due to the political context. It was dedicated to Mikołaj Zebrzydowski, voivode of Kraków, in 1610, three years after finishing his rebellion against the Polish King Zygmunt III. This letter may be seen as a way of linking Zebrzydowski with the university. In the typical panegyrical address to Mikołaj Zebrzydowski, Naymanowic, in accordance with the affected modesty topos (Curtius, 1990, p. 83), calls his work, among others, as ‘rough little question’ (*rudis quaestiuincula*) and ‘a small gift’ (*exiguum munus*).

This inquiry (*quaestio*) was undertaken in harmony with the doxies of Ercole Sassonia (Milewska-Ważbińska, 2020, pp. 117, 118), mentioned in a short word to the reader. Naymanowic seemed to be aware that the opinions of this Paduan physician, under whose guidance he studied in Italy, might not be appreciated; to endear the favour of a less progressive intellectual milieu of Cracovian doctors, he added additional conclusions according to Aristotle’s doctrine. He distinguishes three causes of *plica*, called by him in Polish (as Ercole Sassonia also did): ‘gościec’, namely the humid character of air, syphilis, and a rough-and-ready lifestyle, which he considers the main reason. The treatment should start with the purification of the body since there is an over-abundance or corruption of liquids in the flesh.

Another famous physician of the first part of the seventeenth century was Sebastian Śleszkowski (ca. 1576–1645), who studied in Kraków, Germany, and Italy (Tazbir, 1997-1998, p. 561-563). Among his works, only the medical ones do not discredit him since he was also, not only from today’s perspective, infamously involved in public affairs. His *Praxis phlebotomiae* (*Practicing of Phlebotomy*), published for the first time in Kraków in 1615 in the printing shop of the successor of Jacob Siebeneicher (Estreicher, 1930, p. 242), belongs to the broadest medical books of those times in the city. In 1615, the work was printed without the name of the place of printing and the printer’s name, which might be a way of avoiding direct potential accusations from the precursors of more accurate treatment and empiricism in medicine. Indirect evidence of this presumption is in the preface to the reader, where the author...
himself writes about his concerns about possible calumny. We may add that the printer preferred to be anonymous, as the writer had previously warned.

Next year *De febrībus* (On Fevers) by Śleszkowski (1616a) was published by the Cracovian printer Stanisław Giermański (15...–1627), putting the name ‘Cracoviae’ and his name on the title page. Also, in 1616 both works were re-issued as *Opera medica duo* (Śleszkowski, 1616b) by the same publisher, and there was also Giermański who published work on phlebotomy and, as we deduce, this time neither the author nor the printer paid attention to the anticipated malevolent commentaries.

Figure 1. Śleszkowski, *Praxis phelobotomiae*... (Śleszkowski, 1616B, leaf 112 v. Public domain).
Vein cutting was still considered the basic way of preserving health in line with the humoral theory (Ekes, 2020, pp.24–27), and Śleszkowski distinguishes two kinds of this procedure: general and particular. He considers phlebotomy as a medical remedy for a high number of multifarious diseases. The Praxis phlebotomiae contains a graphic of the human body (Śleszkowski, 1616b, leaf 112 v.), also occurring in calendars, which makes this work outstanding against other Latin works printed in the city. However, it is also evidence of a belief that this treatment depends on the setting of celestial bodies.

The book’s target was not only affiliated with university physicians but also practitioners of non-academic medicine. An even broader range of readers was prospected for De febribus, which is defined on the title page: ‘non solum medicis ad curandum, verum etiam reliquio omni hominum generi praecavendum’ (Śleszkowski, 1616a, title page) (‘not only for physicians for treatment but also for protecting oneself for all remaining kinds of people’). Although the author (Śleszkowski, 1616a, title page) relies on theories from Hippocrates’ school and those of Galen, he also adduces to the authors called ‘huius aevi expertissimi’ (‘the best proved of this age’) but does not mention them directly.

A kind of contemporaneous guidebook on the classification of toxins and their properties, special remedies called theriaca, and other ways of coping with poisons is Tetras medicorum operum (Foursome of Medical Works), published for the first time in 1618 and next year as Medicorum operum tetras. In 1621 in Braniewo, North-Eastern Poland, the extended (Bentkowski, 1814, p. 451) version of the work was released under the relevantly changed title (Tazbir, 1997–1998). Also, these editions were proposed to a broad audience. Although Śleszkowski acknowledges the old-time statement of three kinds of diseases: wrong complexion, wrong composition, and loss of unity of humours to be the truth, he reaches for early modern authors, namely Girolamo Mercuriale (1530–1606), Guido Guidi (the Elder, 1508–1569), Jean Riolan (the Elder, 1539–1603), and gives many practical health prescriptions.

The works of Śleszkowski differ from other medical books issued in Kraków in the seventeenth century. Most of them were written in order for a person to be incorporated into the faculty. These were so-called theses ‘pro loco’ (‘to obtain a position’), and the medical printed production of some physicians not so rarely ended with the writing of such a work. It was actually infrequent for a professor to publish any medical works after joining the university team. Joining the medical faculty was followed by at least one panegyrical print. There is a repeatable scheme of the layout of the works ‘pro
loco’ title page, as well as of the very content. The date of the diploma thesis defence, often with space left for the exact day, was usually mentioned on the cover page. That is the case of Gabriel Ochocki senior’s (Hajdukiewicz, 1978, pp. 492-495) first medical work Quaestio de motu cordis (Inquiry on the Heart Movement) (Ochocki, 1628; Skalski, 2016, pp. 309-310, 2017, pp. 113-114).

The renowned physician’s work was published no later than March 1628. It was dedicated to the city of Kraków council and equipped with Kraków’s coat of arms with a poem. It is a short brochure with one question, whether the heart’s movement is spontaneous or is a result of its inner calor and blood’s motion. Ochocki claims that it is naturally conditioned by diastole and systole of the hearth, the inner warmth, and not the blood’s ebullition. He divides the discourse into four conclusions and then in corollaria. This booklet was issued in the same year as the publication of William Harvey’s 1628 treatise on the heart’s and blood’s movement (Gryglewski, 2018). Nevertheless, the scopes of these two works were different since they were a scientific, learned dispute and the synopsis that proposed the theses for discussion to obtain an academic degree.

In parallel with Harvey, Polish physician Jan Toński (Giżewski, 1978, p. 101-118) wrote an unfinished, remaining manuscript disputation titled De motu sanguinis (On Blood’s Movement) (Giżewski, 1978, p. 101-118). Toński, before joining the medical faculty in 1648 (Wachholz, Białoń & Grochowski, 1963, p. 45), authored works in mathematics (Arithemtica vulgaris et trigonometria, Common Arithmetic and Trigonometry) and the Quaestio de angina (Toński [1648]), the writing mostly in the field of laryngology, not cardiology, in which he makes references to Harvey’s opinion on arterial blood circulation. In the treatment of angina, Toński accorded priority to physicians who had relied on doctrine. He had faith only in proven methods of unscientific medics and declined curing by the similarity between the cases.

In September 1628, the disputation on Ochocki’s Quaestio de temperamentis (Inquiry on Right Proportions) (1628) took place, during which the bachelor, using the term from Aristotelian and Thomistic philosophy, claimed that the right proportion of the mixed ingredients was prime quality. He dedicated his work to the unnamed physicians of the Academy, a group he wanted to join. Shortly afterwards, in January 1629, Ochocki finally obtained the licenti- ate’s degree, defending the second query after baccalaureate, Quaestio de sympathia and antipathia mixtorum (Inquiry on Sympathy and Antipathy of the Mixed Elements), a pass for putting in for doctorate. The two title notions with reference to substance designate the ‘hidden qualities of blended things’ (Ocho-
ki, 1629, leaf A, r.). In crude terms, sympathy helps in mending, and antipathy causes illnesses.

In 1629, Gabriel Ochocki, in his *Quaestio de phrenitide*, dealt not with the inflammation of the diaphragm or insanity itself, as the word *phrenitis* may suggest, but with the symptoms of encephalitis (Herman, 1958, p. 26), which manifest in insanity, according to him, uninterrupted and the acute fever, resulting from the inflammation of cerebrum and meninges. The treatment recommended in compliance with the humoral doctrine includes phlebotomy, making blisters, sometimes purgation, the irritating balance of humours, and a thin diet.

Ochocki wrote this work while he was applying for the position of a medicine doctor. It is noteworthy that the ceremony of his promulgation took place at the St. Mary’s Church in the Main Market Square in Kraków. The relations between the ecclesiastical environment and the academic one were very strong at the University. However, there were also discordances between medicine professors and the Cracovian bishop or Jesuit order. Both the hierarch and this clergy’s representation wanted to impose their supremacy over the Academy. In this struggle, Krzysztof Naymanowic played a huge role in this enterprising conventual community.

One of the most interesting figures acting in several areas was Sebastian Petrycy of Pilzno (Skalski, 2016, pp. 180-183; Quirini-Popławska, 2010, pp. 17-46; Lisowski, 2008, pp. 105-113), a famous physician (known as far back as 1591 for his Latin work on *morbus Gallicus*), translator, and poet; Petrycy was also skilful in the following disciplines: physics, politics, ethics, poetics, and medicine. In his commented edition of Aristotle’s *Ethics*, published in Kraków in 1618 (Petrycy, 1618, pp. 134-135; Budzyńska-Daca, 2005, pp. 122-123; Gajda, 2015, p. 155 – in the latter some excerpts on medicine from *Etyka* commented by Petrycy are quoted), he also presents a list of passions. His medical works in Polish concern hot springs and the curing of pestilence.

Sebastian Petrycy, the author of the paraphrase of the Horatian *Carmina*, is the best example of the seventeenth-century humanistic formation among the physicians of the Academy. As Simon Starowolski (1655, p. 82) writes in the quoted *Monumenta Sarmatarum*, Petrycy was a person involved for the common profit: ‘For the Kingdom, City, for all people’ (‘regno, urbi, omnibus’). Sebastian Petrycy’s epitaph also emphasises his ethical values (Budzyńska-Daca & Botwina, 2010, p. 102) – they are considered to be as important as his writings and prescriptions. This is not only a panegyrical con-
vention but rather the explicit manifestation of the humanistic tradition, still vivid among the seventeenth-century medics. However, it was reinterpreted and applied to the new social and cultural circumstances.

The son of Sebastian, Jan Innocenty, following his father’s versatileness, acted as both a historian and a physician, coping in his works written in Polish with plague remedies (Petrycy, 1622, Preservation or Defense against Pestilence ...) and curative springs (Petrycy, 1635, On Thermal Waters in Družbak and Lackowa...). After Petrycy’s death, Przydatek do wód (Supplement to Thermal Waters) was published in 1655. Jan Innocenty authored a kind of guidebook, Palaestra oratoria (Rhetorician Battling School), for those who would like to follow Cicero’s style in rhetoric. His first medical work published in Kraków was Latin Quaestio de hydrope (Inquiry on Dropsy) (Petrycy, 1620), which he proposed after returning from Italy as a candidate for a doctorate. The sign of these foreign studies may be seen in pointing to Jean Fernel (Petrycy, 1620, leaf A 5 v.) and André du Laurens (Petrycy, 1620, leaf A 4 v.), early modern French medicians, instead of alleging directly to the name of Galen. Adopting this Greek physician’s theory, Jan Innocenty Petrycy differentiates three kinds of dropsy (anasarca, ascites, and tympanites). The booklet, dedicated to the councillors of Lviv, Petrycy’s natal city, opens with the graphic of the coat of Lviv’s arms and a poem. Petrycy’s writing is quite different from an array of issues proposed at the Academy of Kraków. Apart from the standard-issue conclusions and corollaries, there are some additional deductions and propositions, as well as another extract, called paradoxum, and a typographical final ornament. As in other centres, likewise in Kraków, as we may observe, the medical profession was sometimes continued by the son of a famous physician. The merits of both Petrycy, especially of Jan Innocenty, are extolled in the occasional print of 1641 by Thomas Canevesi, a mathematician, astronomer, and physician.

Canevesi’s quite instructive work (1641) is the Bustum Ioannis Innocentii Petricii (Tomb of John Innocent Petrycy) (Giedroyć, 1911, pp. 125-28), which is devoted to the deceased Sebastian Petrycy’s son. Although this work is composed in a panegyrical funeral speech way and uses sugarcoat style, it may act as a shortened biography of Jan Innocent Petrycy, whose death is metaphorically called a wound (vulnus) (Canevesi, 1641, leaf A 5 v.) to the Academy’s body. This is not the only literary reference to his profession; his youthful learning is conceptualised in the form of a culinary conceit as adapting curative liquor to the soul (in succum animae). His father is depicted as a philosopher, poet, and translator, and the mention of him functions here in a simile as a reference point: Jan Innocenty is featured as the father’s image. Like him, the
younger Petrycy visited Italy, where he was taught in Bologna by Giulio Caesare Claudino and ‘joined the wisest entourage of physicians so that he never disregarded the general education of studies, without which the person of wisdom in our minds is portrayed as mutilated’ (‘sapientissimum medicorum chorum ingrediebatur, ut encyclopaediam studiorum, qua sine truncata in mentibus nostris sapientiae effingitur persona, nusquam omitteret’) (Canevesi, 1641, leaf A₄ v.). Abstracting from the literary figure, the word of Greek origin, *encyclopaedia*, introduced into Latin in Renaissance times, is worth noticing. Canevesi wants to point out the versatility of Jan Innocenty in many disciplines. Also, the reference to Claudino, the author of such work as *Paradoxa medica sive Tractatus novi ... de natura et usu thermarum* (Medical Paradoxes that is New Treatises ... on the Character and Usage of Thermal Springs), has not only the factographical value, but it is also a way of praising Petrycy himself.

The Italian inspiration is the one that is apprehensible at the Academy of Kraków by the example of Petrycy. The reflection of hermetism may also be seen – in Canevesi’s text, where Trismegistus’ opinion is found that every man is a miracle and merits to be adored and to be a saint (Cf. Canevesi 1641, leaf B₄ r.). Some traces of hermetism may be found in other Latin works, e.g., in Jan Zajączkowic’s *De apoplexia*. (Zajączkowic, 1695b) Let us add that magic and hermetic art were not the main subject of theory nor practice by the scholars and physicians at the Academy of Kraków in the seventeenth century. However, the Polish King Zygmunt III Waza favoured alchemic researches carried out, among others, at his court by Michał Sędziwój (Sendivogius), Sebastian Petrycy’s contemporaneous.

Jan Innocenty Petrycy favoured the traditional medical school, namely *medicina rationalis*, in opposition to *medicina empirica* (‘empirical’) and *methodica* one. Canevesi (1641, leaf B₄ v.) calls these two ‘conceit’, and praises Petrycy’s allegiance to Hippocrates and Galenus and distinguishes five branches of medicine, which were well known to the decedent: physiology, aetiology, hygiene, symptomatology, and finally treatment. Petrycy’s attitude towards his profession displayed itself in setting aside the contemporary manner of preparing remedies without taking heed of arrangement, weight, or quality and keeping medicaments prepared according to the East Indian, African, or Arabic advice. Faculty of Medicine (*senatus medicorum*) (Canevesi, 1641, leaf B₃ r.) was one of the areas of Petrycy’s activity, alongside rhetoric literature (his mind is depicted as a shield to pacify the ‘pestilence of literature’, *pestis literarum*, which simultaneously refers to the theme of medical works and the corruption of literature) (Canevesi, 1641, leaf B₄ r.), historiography, and
city council. Thanks to invoking some issues of Thomas Canavesi’s Bustum Ioannis Petricii, we have a general prospect on the intellectual formation of Cracovian medicians tenured at the Academy.

Wawrzyniec Śmieszkowic, sometimes using his Latinised form of surname Gelasinus, was coetaneous to both Sebastian and Jan Innocenty Petrycy. He is mostly known as an author of panegyrical poems and prose works, some of them addressed to Sebastian Petrycy. However, he also composed in 1629 Quaestio de scorbuto (Inquiry on Scorbutus), which enabled him to enter the medical faculty. According to Śmieszkowic, scorbutus has its origins in the internal organs, primarily in the spleen, and is a kind of fault quality of melancholic ferment. The dysfunction of the spleen, together with this of the liver, will be later, in the last decade of the 17th century, conceived as the main cause of arthritis by Jan S. Dziadowski (1692) in his Quaestio medica de arthritide (Medical Inquiry on Arthritis), which was published by the University’s printing shop.

A deserved physician, Piotr Mucharski (1594–1666), the Polish king’s court medic, also composed, like Śmieszkowic, the occasional works of Polish and Latin epithalamia published by the Cracovian printers. His medical printed output is the De peripneumonia quaestio medica (Mucharski, 1650), in which he is concerned with the inflammation of the lungs, drawing upon Galenus. Franciszek Roliński (1642), later similarly to Śmieszkowic, a university rector, wrote Quaestio de apoplexia in 1642, claiming that apoplexy as a symptom is conditioned only by the blood circulation, not by spirits, as later it will be argued by Jan Zajączkowic. After defending the thesis, the Echo virtutum … Francisci Rolinski (Echo of Virtues of … Franciszek Roliński) by Stanisław Dyxon, dedicated to Roliński, was published. The latter is described as a physician who derides Proserpina and protects ills from fever (Dyxon, 1642, leaf A3 r.). Medicine with reference to the figures of the physician Machaon and Apollo of Greek mythology is called ‘iura Machaonis/artesque Phaebeas’ (‘laws of Machaon and Apollonian skills’) (Dyxon, 1642, leaf A3 v.).

One of the greatest minds in seventeenth-century Kraków, Jan Brożek (1585–1652), is better known as an astronomer, mathematician, polemicist writer, and protector of the university’s integrity against Jesuits than as a physician (Majer, 1842). Although Simon Starowolski devotes to Brożek only one panegyrical sentence in his Laudatio almae Academiae Cracoviensis, enumerating his different activities, he notes him as the first among the physicians of the seventeenth century, and he mentions him in his other works. We may obtain more biographical information concerning Brożek from a
extensive laudatory obituary on the occasion of his first death anniversary, *Rosae Broscianae* (*Roses of Brożek*), by Jan Dziedzic (1653). However, as far as medicine is concerned, we are informed that Brożek was appointed a medic of the Cracovian bishop, and that was after completing medical education in Padua. The author of the writing emphasises that there is a fixed border even for the man most versed in medicine, namely death, for which there is no cure “in hortis” (Dziedzic, 1653, leaf D[1]r.), that is at Jan Brożek medical skills and knowledge. The work is partly a panorama of contemporaneous Cracovian academia, similar to *Laudatio ...* by Starowolski, and in parts Brożek’s biography and collection of poetry devoted to the deceased academician. He died sharing fate with the victims of the plague, the notion of which in the old texts might refer to *pestis bubonica* and a conglomerate of illnesses, as reminded by Mary Lindemann (1999, p. 46). In the 17th century, Kraków was a theater of the struggles against the bubonic plague several times; for instance, it was at the end of 1651 when the pestilence started in Kraków, and it stopped in late autumn of 1652, the year of Brożek’s decease.

**Select representatives of the Cracovian medicine in the second half of the 17th century and their works**

In the second half of the century, there were also physicians from the Łopacki family. In his occasional work, one of the panegyrist, Stanislaus Szlachetka, emphasises the crucial role of Jacek Łopacki the elder during the pestilence and his large engagement to the benefit of the city, here might denote the city establishment (‘... ut regina urbium, Cracovia, a Te vitam saepe accipiat’, ‘that the king of the cities, Kraków, often receives life from you’ – in Polish noun ‘Kraków’ is masculine, so it is more appropriate to commute the translation of *regina* to ‘king’), Łopacki’s accurate diagnoses (‘ab acutissimis oppressi morbis, salutaria experiantur alexipharmaca’, ‘people oppressed by the most acute diseases find out healthful antidotes’), and his practice in hospitals (‘felicem ac expeditam in nosocomiis egeni dexteram depraedicent’, ‘people in need staying in hospitals obtain favourable and expedient right hand’) (Szlachetka, 1658).

Łopacki conducted research on epilepsy, the disease around which a lot of misunderstanding arose. In 1658, he wrote the short brochure *De epilepsia quaestio medica pro loco inter doctores medicinae obtinendo* (*Medical Inquiry on Epilepsy to Obtain the Position among the Medicinae Doctors*). The author throws light on the aetiology of this medical condition, called *morbus Herculeus*...
(‘illness of Hercules’), without making any references to supernatural forces. People who suffered from epilepsy could very seldom expect understanding and receive professional treatment from their contemporaries since the illness was considered a disorder caused by the daemons. That was also the case with all the persons afflicted with any mental disorders. What is worth emphasising, is proffering among different ways of treatment, namely surgical, pharmaceutical, and diet (these three methods were a common way of treating various diseases) the surname of the Netherlandish physician Pieter van Foreest (1521–1597), who advised to avoid certain foods as e.g., easily corruptible and goatish liver. Łopacki might have become acquainted with these medical recommendations during his external studies. After a dozen or so years after Łopacki’s disputation, there was a Kraków bishop, Andrzej Tomicki, who, in 1671, opened a nosocomium for brainsick persons. Similar philanthropic endeavours were developing rapidly in Kraków.

After defending the dissertation by Łopacki, the occasional prints were published. One of the doctors of the faculty of medicine, also the doctor of philosophy, Samuel Kowalewski (1658), authored an occasional brochure titled *Aureus ramus* (*Golden Branch*), containing a double-page poem, preceded by a dedication. Kowalewski mentions the laureate’s education in Kraków and Padua, where he practiced necroscopies. Recalling this fact is one of the ways to praise a new doctor.

Łopacki the elder was a key figure in an occasional work by Joannes Machatar (1658) from Moravia, *Redivivus Aesculapius* (*Aesculap Reborned*). What is significant is that half of the work is devoted to the city council of Kraków, to whose members the work was dedicated, and in whose pursuits Łopacki was involved.

Jacek Łopacki addressed some panegyrical poems, e.g., one of them is printed in the *Vandalides Heliconis lagelloniani* (*The Vandalian Progeny of the Jagiellonian Helicon*). The title of the collection alludes to one of the ethnogenetic myths which tell about the ancient and ‘Northern’ origin of the citizens of the Commonwealth of Poland. It was written when Łopacki was a bachelor. The poem entitled *V[iro] d[octo] Hyacinto Łopacki Panaceam animorum (For the Learned Man Jacek Łopacki is Offered a Remedy for All Diseases of the Souls)* (Gostomiowski, 1642, leaf I r.) remarks on his medical education.

In funeral praise of the former rector of the University, Martin Winkler, Jacek Łopacki the elder is called ‘facultatis medicæ honos et corona’ (‘honour and crown of the medical faculty’) (Dasczyński, 1700, leaf C iv.) which is a
laudatory phrase, and in the same breath conveys his real prominence in the Cracovian medical background.

Two sons of Jacek Łopacki, namely Jacek Augustyn and Stanisław Antoni, were also physicians. The former also acted as clergyman (Wachholz, Białoń & Grochowski, 1963, p. 28; Gajda, 1973, p. 408). The latter wrote a valuable work *Quaestio medica de ophtalmia* (*Medical inquiry on ophtalmia*) (Łopacki, 1691). The author raises the question of whether this eye illness, defined as ‘inflammatio tunicae adnatae oculi cum rubore, ardore et dolore’ (Łopacki, 1691, leaf [A1] v.) (‘an inflammation of the conjunctival layer, accompanied with redness, heat and pain’) may be treated with surgery, pharmacotherapy, or diet, and he replies affirmatively to all these methods (Łopacki, 1691, leaf [A2] r.).

Another physician, Stanisław Słowakowic, whose two sons were physicians too, is known more for his calendars (Krzysztofik, 2010) and astrological works than for his medical output. However, his poem dedicated to Raimond Giovanni Fortis was published in Fortis’ Paduan edition of the *De febris et morbis mulierum facile cognoscendis* (*On Fevers and Easy Recognition of the Women’s Diseases*) in 1668 (the JU Online Libraries Catalogue, 2021). His important contribution was *Quaestio medica de paralysi* (*Medical Inquiry on Paralysis*) of 1675 (Słowakowic, 1675; Wachholz, Białoń & Grochowski, 1963, p. 40; Dobrzyniecka, 1975, pp. 174-175). Although based on the humoral theory, Słowakowic also distinguishes external and internal anticipatory factors which may lead to paralysis.

Apart from his involvement in medicine, Słowakowic acted also as a city councilman and his surname as an MD and professor is mentioned as one of the persons present at ‘confirmatio generalis iurium’ (‘general confirmation of rights’) by the Polish King August II on 28 September 1697 in the juridical act (*Przywileje i konstytucje* 1697, p. 21 [i.e. 12]).

Quite a similar theme, as covered by Słowakowic, was explored by Jan Zajączkowic in his work on apoplexy. It has two editions of 1695 (Zajączkowic, 1695a, 1695b); one of them was dedicated directly to the Polish King Jan III Sobieski, the famous winner of The Battle of Vienna, and as such, the work is more extended and ornamental. The main medical part of the work is also more comprehensive, supplemented with the presentation of diverse comprehending of this disease over the centuries and with the corroborations of the discourse, including descriptions of various cases of patients with apoplexy and disquisition of planets’ conjunction and their role in the episodes.
from Polish history, especially contemporary ones. The edition addressed to King Sobieski also covers astrological tables showing the supposed impact on the development of the affliction to certain unnamed persons. In this part of the work, Zajączkowic (1695a, leaf Q r.) makes references to the section *De mystica sanguinis anatomia* (On the Mysterious Blood Anatomy), from the *Anatomiae amphitheatrum* (Amphitheatre of Anathomy) by Robert Fludd (1574–1637), called ‘insignis Philosophus’ (‘famous philosopher’), which may be interpreted as one more the author’s evidence and at the same time the addressee’ of the working interest in occult philosophy.

Zajączkowic (1695c) also authored a dissertation on the role of wisdom in the world, titled *Optimum elixir apoplexiae mundanae, sapientia* (The Best Medicinal Substance for World Apoplexy, Wisdom). The publication provides another trace of his MD defence. What is significant is that during the ongoing procedure of obtaining the degree among the doctors and professors of medicine, he proposed a philosophical thesis, and the name of the disease served merely as a metaphor describing the world’s vanity and transience.

Some troubles related to – as we would say – the human resources at the University started especially in the second half of the seventeenth century. It was despite the fact that some previous rectors of the Academy were well-merited professors of medicine: above-mentioned Jan Brożek, as well as Krzysztof Naymanowic (regardless of his subsequent conflict with the Academy) or Franciszek Roliński, the elder. This collapse resulted in smaller numbers of medical works in Latin and quite less numerous medical authors in comparison with the first half of the century.

**MEDICINE, BOOK CULTURE, AND THE LATIN WORKS IN KRAKÓW**

In the seventeenth century, works such as the guidebook by Simon of Łowicz (ca. 1512–1554), *Enchiridion medicinae pro tyrunculis huius artis* (Handbook of Medicine for Young Beginners of This Art) (Szymon z Łowicza, 1537), are rare. This book was published in the sixteenth-century printing shop run by the successors of the famous printer Florian Ungler. It contains a comprehensive view of medicine, together with explanations of some Latin terms. This writing is quite a good point to compare both the editorial layout (Socha, 2016, p. 23) and the range of topics between books published over two centuries.

One of the indicators of the progress of the medical sciences practised in seventeenth-century Kraków was that fewer direct references to the great authorities of the past centuries in the course of time were made. The argumen-
tation of their discourse does not overexploit the *auctoritates* (‘authorities’); it is rather clear and concise. The Latin of these works is mixed together with the terms of Greek origin, transliterated into Roman types, and very seldom written with Greek characters (Śleszkowski, 1616a, p. 16).

Most contemporary Cracovian medical books are less decorative than those published in the Renaissance. The layout of the discussed seventeenth-century editions generally is more moderate. The Gothic type is replaced by the Roman type and cursive. The initials were not used as often as, for instance, in the edition of Vesalius’ *De humani corporis fabrica* of 1543, in which historiated initials were inserted (Lambert, 1952, p. 6). The effigy of the coat of arms of the author’s protector is occasionally attached to the text. It happens most often in occasional prints in honour of physicians, which were an inseparable part of the academic custom after obtaining an MD degree or incorporating into the faculty. Penmen of these pieces connected mainly mythological plots with the figures of praised physicians.

On the one hand, the reception of the works, thanks to the Latin language, was more accessible to scholars from foreign scientific centres. However, on the other, it was rendered difficult to be adopted by persons representing “folk medicine”, who looked for applicable hints on diseases and treatment. The role of a guidebook was provided by the works in Polish or by handwritten medical recommendations. Works in Latin seemed to be targeted mainly at the inner circle of the physicians’ background, above all at the Academy of Kraków and the University’s branches in other cities. These works, shown in their parts in this paper, deserve our attention as a documentation of the development and reception of human thought, even if nowadays we may esteem most of them as outdated in their prevalent parts and not as elaborate as some other medical treatises in Europe.
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Članak istražuje latinska djela objavljena u Krakovu u sedamnaestom stoljeću, koja se bave medicinom i liječnicima. Glavni je cilj istraživanja predstaviti vodeće osobe akademske medicine koje su u to vrijeme djelovale u ovom gradu te pratiti odabrana djela koja čine dio novolatinske književnosti u Poljsko-Litavskoj Uniji. Skolastički način diskursa nije uvijek značio prekomjerno korištenje autoriteta, nego se upotrebljavalo i staro i moderno. Prikazujući segment medicinskog miljea Krakova sedamnaestog stoljeća, odnosno onih akademika koji su ondje objavljivali svoja djela, autor tvrdi da je katkad zanemarena latinska redakcija krakovskih tiskara važan dio ne samo za povijest razvoja medicine na ovim prostorima Europe nego i za kulturnu baštinu državne zajednice. Iako bi latinski jezik mogao omogućiti širi opseg ovih medicinskih djela, većina njih bila je upućena određenoj znanstvenoj javnosti. Esej pokazuje da su mnogi liječnici bili poznati po svom djelovanju na raznim područjima, poput pjesništva i upravljanja gradom, te da panegirička djela mogu poslužiti kao jedan od izvora prepoznavanja njihovih biografija i medicinskog opusa.
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